Host AGM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Paula Greene Stardate 10009.23 "Rage Against the Machine" Episode 2

Cast of Characters

CO Cromwell		AGM Dave
XO Amendoeira		AGM Sergio
CMO Starr			AGM Trish
CNS Richardson		AGM Cheryl
FCO Baptiste		AGM Jim
MO Biishe	Amendoeira	AGM Karri
OPS Telkot		AGM Josh
CSO Raal			PR Eric
TO Ryan			PR Darlene
Dkorian I, III and
Legislate Vkorik		AGM Mike Jones

Host AGM_Selan says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

TO_Ryan says:
::Walks onto the Bridge from the turbolift.  Heads over to the tactical station::  Ensign: You're relieved.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::At the Conn wondering if the CO will come out the Ready Room soon::

OPS_Telkot says:
::On the Bridge tapping on the Ops console::

CSO_Raal says:
@::On the planet with XO and CMO::

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: Sir, it is not easy to get radiation readings on the populace from a shuttlecraft.

TO_Ryan says:
<Tactical Ensign> TO: Aye, Sir.  ::Walks to the turbolift::

MO_Amendoeira says:
::In sickbay going over the usual reports wondering if they were made to be endless::

CNS_Richardson says:
::On the Bridge::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CMO: Don't worry Doctor, we will be making several stops.  ::Takes the pilot’s seat and starts the launch sequence::

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: Aye, Sir.   ::Sits back in her seat, waiting for lift off::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Dkorai shuttle glides along the cityscape with the XO, CSO, and CMO inside.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Checks more astrometric data, satisfied with the detail he is getting::

OPS_Telkot says:
::Wondering if he can get through the next few minutes without much of a problem while the CO is in his Ready Room::

CSO_Raal says:
@::Checks tricorder::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@All: Any ideas on where we should make our first stop?

TO_Ryan says:
::Monitors long-range sensors::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Out of curiosity, accesses available information on the Gamleasians::

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: Sir, one place is as good as another, since we don't know where to look.

CSO_Raal says:
@XO: Let's see where the sails lead us.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Looks outside and tries to find a gathering of Dkorians.

CMO-Starr says:
@::Wonders if the shuttlecraft comes with a glove compartment and maps::

CSO_Raal says:
@::Punches up a map of the capital city on a nearby console::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Turns to OPS:: OPS: If I get much more detail on the scans here, I will need more data storage.  ::Grins::

TO_Ryan says:
All: The Gamleasian vessel is on the edge of our long-ranges sensors.  It will leave our range in approximately 3 minutes.

MO_Amendoeira says:
::Turns the physicals over to nurse Angel and decides to work on her project::

TO_Ryan says:
::Watches as the Gamleasian vessel travels out of sensor range::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Spots a gathering of Dkorians and finds the closest spot to land::  All: I think we found a spot to look into.

CSO_Raal says:
@XO: What do you think it is?

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: Aye, Sir.  ::Preparing her tricorder for background radiation::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CSO: I have no idea, which is why we are going to investigate.  ::Sets the shuttle down on the nearest shuttle parking zone::

CO_Cromwell says:
::Walks onto the Bridge:: ALL: Current status of the Gamleasian ship?

CSO_Raal says:
@::Readjusts the tricorder::

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Sir, the Gamleasian vessel has traveled beyond the range of our long-range sensors.

CMO-Starr says:
@::Takes off her seatbelt after the bumpy landing the XO just achieved::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Notes the CO looks relieved::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::After shutting down the shuttle, proceeds to exit::

CSO_Raal says:
@::Didn't think the landing was all that bad.  Exits::

CMO-Starr says:
@::Waits for the two men to precede her so she can cover their backs::

TO_Ryan says:
::Readjusts the long-ranges sensors to their normal parameters::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
TO: At warp 8, how long would it take us to catch the Gamleasian vessel?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Walks over to the Dkorian gathering::

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Calculating now, Sir.

CNS_Richardson says:
CO: I've been reading up on the Gamleasians; pulled up our database on them.  It seems that they were responsible for a terrorist attack on Voralis II.

MO_Amendoeira says:
::Catalogs the medical data for the Gamleasians::

CMO-Starr says:
@::Stays behind the XO and begins her readings of the population::

TO_Ryan says:
CO: ::Looks up::  25 minutes, Sir.

CSO_Raal says:
@::Waves tricorder slowly in all directions::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
CNS: Really?  Interesting.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::As he approaches the Dkorians::  Dkorians: Greetings.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Dkorians that the XO and his team approach are chatting randomly, just standing on the edge of the platform at what appears to be a station.  Some give the XO's Away Team peculiar looks, but generally ignore them.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
All: Evacuate all civilians from the stardrive section.  Prepare to separate the ship.

CSO_Raal says:
@XO: I don't think they've seen too many humanoids before.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Dkorian I> @::A female, she is light pink and smaller than some other pudge-balls, she turns around::  Hello.  ::Turns back::

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Sets evacuation protocols::

CNS_Richardson says:
Captain: Their terrorist attack was repelled, but not before a number of casualties.   ::Punches a button and checks::  21 Voralians, and several Federation officers, including a starship captain.

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: I am picking up no unusual radiation, other than the norm.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Shrugs:: CMO: Doctor, any problems?

CSO_Raal says:
@XO/CMO: I concur.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
CNS: Sounds like it's time for them to pay up.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Other Dkorians nod at the Starfleet officers.

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Sir, evacuation protocols in effect.  Estimated time to complete evacuation, 10 minutes.

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: We are going to the Battle Bridge?

CSO_Raal says:
@::Wonders how these people reproduce and how big their babies are::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Approaches the Dkorian who answered:: Dkorian: Hello, I am Commander Amendoeira of the Federation starship USS Paula Greene.  Do you mind if I ask you a few questions?

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: I am sensing they are curious, but nothing else.  Seem to be very friendly, don't they?

Host CO_Cromwell says:
FCO: Correct.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Dkorian I> @::Turns around::  XO: Uh….sure,  I'm waiting to catch a yuno [train].

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Prepares to head to the battle Bridge by calling in a replacement, etc::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
TO/FCO: Transfer all protocols to the Battle Bridge.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Nods at the CMO:: ~~~CMO: You should probably refrain from commenting on them while we are down here.  They might take it the wrong way~~~

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: Sir, I was just answering your question.  ::Smiling::

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  Calling my replacement to the Bridge as well.

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Sir, Security reports Stardrive evacuation complete.  Transferring tactical protocols to the Battle Bridge.  ::Taps console then looks over at a tactical officer::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
CNS: Counselor, you're in command of the saucer section.  I'd say you can handle it.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Rises as the replacement officer reports::

CNS_Richardson says:
Captain: Noted.  Will do, Sir.

CMO-Starr says:
@~~~XO: Aye, Sir~~~

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@Dkorian: Tell me, what do you think about the Triona situation?

Host CO_Cromwell says:
FCO: Separate once I give the command from the Battle Bridge.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
TO/FCO/OPS: You're with me.

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

MO_Amendoeira says:
::Sends a medical officer to the Battle Bridge just in case::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Heads to the turbolift::

TO_Ryan says:
::Turns over tactical to a replacement officer and follows the CO to the turbolift Stands quietly as the other officers enter::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
::Joins his officers in the turbolift::

OPS_Telkot says:
::Follows the CO::

FCO_Baptiste says:
Turbolift: Computer, Battle Bridge.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Dkorian I> @::Does whatever a pudge-ball would do to shrug:: XO: It's a shame, yes. But, the Triona have only been around for ten rekto [years], so, no big loss.

MO_Amendoeira says:
::Leaving the quiet sickbay, heads up to the Bridge::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@Dkorian: So, you're life hasn't been any poorer from before the Triona disappeared?

CMO-Starr says:
@::Listening intently to the XO and the Dkorian's response::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Exits the turbolift and heads for the Battle Bridge::

CSO_Raal says:
@::Continues taking readings of the area on tricorder::

TO_Ryan says:
::Follows the others out of the turbolift heading for the Battle Bridge::

MO_Amendoeira says:
::Steps off the turbolift and walks over to the Counselor::

CMO-Starr says:
@::Turns around to see what is behind her, then brings her attention back to the XO::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
::Exits turbolift and gazes at the Battle Bridge::

TO_Ryan says:
::Enters Battle Bridge and takes Tactical station.  Brings all systems online::

CNS_Richardson says:
::Looks up at the MO as she enters::  Biishe: Here to give me a hand?

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Starts throwing switches making his consoles come active::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
::Sits in the center seat and activates the new mini console::

OPS_Telkot says:
::Enters the Battle Bridge and takes his post::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Dkorian I> @XO: The work has been harder.  But the leaders have promised that it will get better.

TO_Ryan says:
::Taps the tactical console::  CO: Sir, all tactical systems online and ready.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
FCO: Initiate separation when ready.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::updates new data ::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
OPS: Inform the Away Team of our plans, please.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Throws switches :: CO: Separation commencing

CNS_Richardson says:
#Biishe: You can give me a hand here if you're not busy?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Nods:: Dkorian: Indeed, you will have your Triona back when we find a less hazardous power source for them.  Have you seen any lately?

CSO_Raal says:
@~~~CMO: You reading anything?~~~

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: There is a rumbling on the surface and a much larger version of the shuttle the XO and his team arrived in pulls into the station region.  The Dkorians begin piling in.

MO_Amendoeira says:
#::Feels the vibrations of the ship as it separates::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@~~~CMO: Try to find out if she/he lies on this one~~~

CMO-Starr says:
@~~~CSO: Yes, Raal~~~

MO_Amendoeira says:
#CNS: Sure, what can I assist you with?

Host CO_Cromwell says:
FCO: As soon as we're clear, I want warp 8.5 towards the last known location of that scout.

OPS_Telkot says:
::Sends a message summarizing what is going on to the XO::

CNS_Richardson says:
COM: XO: Richardson here.  The Captain is separating the ship and will be following the Gamleasian vessel.  We're remaining in orbit here.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Dkorian I> @XO: Not since they started having them sent back to the factories for disassembling.

CMO-Starr says:
@~~~XO: Yes, Sir~~~

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: Aye, Sir, maneuvering first to clear.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Lays in a course::

CSO_Raal says:
@::Listens::

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: Going to warp.

CNS_Richardson says:
#::Grins at Biishe::  Ummm, help me keep this thing from crashing into the planet. 

CMO-Starr says:
@~~~XO: This person is telling the truth.  They have not seen any~~~

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Saucer Section of the Paula Greene separates from the Stardrive section.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@Dkorian: Thank you for your time.

MO_Amendoeira says:
#CNS: Easy, we can take it for a spin instead.  ::Tongue in cheek::

OPS_Telkot says:
::Optimizing power settings for the now separated drive section::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Stardrive section jumps to warp, heading in the direction of that Gamleasian Scout.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
TO: Yellow alert.

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: Sir, are you going to acknowledge the COM from the ship?

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Dkorian I> @::Nods at the XO and his group and makes her way onto the train::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::glad he has good readings from before::

CNS_Richardson says:
#:;grins, and takes a quick walk around the Bridge, looking to see that all is running smoothly::

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  Yellow alert.  ::Taps console::

CSO_Raal says:
@~~~CMO/XO: I guess the Dkorians have been following the dismantling procedures to the letter~~~

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::starts going back to the shuttle:: All: I think we'll only take a few more flights.  Things seem to be normal down here, in all intents.

TO_Ryan says:
::Monitors long-range sensors watching for the Gamleasian vessel::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
TO: Let me know when you have them on sensors.

MO_Amendoeira says:
#::Heads over to the medical console and informs the always forgotten medical staff what is going on::

CMO-Starr says:
@~~~XO/CSO: It would appear that way, but sometimes things are not as they appear to the general public~~~

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  Monitoring now.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@All: CSO: Still, Mister Raal, can you configure your tricorder to search for Triona power sources while we are in flight?

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Wishes he had the sensors of the saucer section::

CSO_Raal says:
@CSO: Already done, Sir.

CMO-Starr says:
@::Begins walking with the XO to the shuttlecraft::

CNS_Richardson says:
#::Her attention caught by a screen display, she steps over to read::  

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Nods at the CSO:: Good, let's go hunting.

MO_Amendoeira says:
#::Heads over to the Counselor::  CNS: Anything interesting?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The train that the Dkorai loaded themselves on to takes off.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Walks into the shuttlecraft::

CSO_Raal says:
@::Follows the XO::

CNS_Richardson says:
#COM: XO: We've just detected a massive explosion on the other side of the planet, a nuclear detonation, from our readings.

CMO-Starr says:
@::Walks into the shuttle finding her seat and tightens the seatbelt around her::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<OPS Replacement> #CNS: Ma'am, I'm getting emergency signals from the planet.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Suddenly, all over the place around the XO and his group alarms start blaring.

CSO_Raal says:
@::Checks the tricorder::

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: Well, I guess was right Sir, looks like there is a problem.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Frowns, and hurries back to the shuttle::

MO_Amendoeira says:
#::Frowns at the CNS’ words and checks the science console::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@COM: CNS: Thank you, Counselor.  We're on our way.

CNS_Richardson says:
#COM: CO: We've detected an explosion on the surface, a nuclear detonation, same vicinity that the Gamleasian vessel was detected in.  I've notified the Commander on the surface.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Makes course adjustments ::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Takes off quickly::

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: Do we have the proper shielding on this vessel for nuclear fallout?

OPS_Telkot says:
::Begins to notice that this Bridge seems quieter than the Main Bridge despite the thrumm of the warp engines::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@COM: CNS: Any ideas on the cause?

CMO-Starr says:
@::Glad she tightened her seatbelt::

TO_Ryan says:
CO: ::Hears the COM from the CNS and checks the sensors::  Confirmed, Sir.  Reading massive amounts of radiation emanating from the planet.

MO_Amendoeira says:
#::Informs the medical staff::

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
ACTION: On speakers throughout the city Vkorik's voice speaks: "Commander Amendoeira, if you can hear me, please report to City Hall immediately.  We have an emergency!"

CNS_Richardson says:
#Biishe:  Keep an eye on the readings; see if any more detonations occur.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CMO: Well, Doctor, I did make you bring your hyposprays?  ::Grins::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
COM: CNS: Thank you, Counselor.  Allow the Commander to handle it.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CMO: But I am not taking us into the explosion site.  Just want to check it out from the distance.

CSO_Raal says:
@XO: Sir, the Legislate wants us to go to City Hall.

CNS_Richardson says:
#COM: XO: No details, however it appears to be in the same vicinity where we detected the Gamleasian vessel.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CMO: Seems we're being called.

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: Yes, Sir and aren't you glad I injected you before we came down? ::Grinning::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
COM: CNS: I have a feeling the ship we are chasing holds answers to that as well.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Heads for City Hall::

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: It appears we are, Commander.

MO_Amendoeira says:
#::Nods, reading the data::  CNS: Confirmed, it was a nuclear detonation.  The location seems to be from the Triona dismantling plant.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
TO: Anything on sensors?

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
ACTION: The shuttle launches toward City Hall.

CNS_Richardson says:
COM: CO: Indeed.  We're continuing monitoring here, for any repeat incidents.

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Negative, Sir.  Not as yet.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@Self: Gamleasians.

CSO_Raal says:
@XO: Sir, you think they may be involved?

CNS_Richardson says:
#Aurora: Let's keep a lock on the Away Team just in case we need to get them out of there in a hurry.

TO_Ryan says:
::Sees a blip on her long-range sensor screen::  CO: Sir, we have the Gamleasian scout on our sensors.  Time to intercept, 10 minutes at present speed.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CSO: Knowing the Gamleasians I wouldn't put it past them.  The question in my mind is, why?

MO_Amendoeira says:
#::Checks the console::  CNS: Locks still instated.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
OPS: Hail them.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@COM: CNS: Counselor, we've been called to City Hall.  We are going to find out what happened.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Prepares combat evasives::

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
ACTION: The shuttle arrives at City Hall, where Dkorai security forces are rushing around.

CSO_Raal says:
@XO: Maybe the Legislate may shed a little light.  They and the Dkorians may be enemies of some sort.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
TO: Get a tactical scan as soon as possible.

OPS_Telkot says:
::Hails the Gamleasian vessel::

CMO-Starr says:
@CSO: Raal, take some of these vials, there may be survivors down there and I may require your help.

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  Running scan now.

CSO_Raal says:
@CMO: Aye.

OPS_Telkot says:
CO: Hailing frequencies open, Captain.

CNS_Richardson says:
COM: XO: Sir, we've confirmed it was a nuclear detonation, a plant on the far side of the planet where they were dismantling Triona.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Nods at the CSO:: CSO: I'm sure we'll find out soon enough.  ::Exits the shuttle and let's himself be guided to Legislate Vkorik::

CMO-Starr says:
@::Hands the CSO vials of hydronaline::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
COM: Gamleasians: This is Captain Cromwell of the USS Paula Greene.  Stand down and prepare for inspection.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Frowns::

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Sir, the Gamleasian vessel has increased speed.  Time to intercept now 12 minutes.

OPS_Telkot says:
CO: They aren’t responding, Sir.

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: Permission to step up speed?

OPS_Telkot says:
::Taps his console::

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Sir, I am unable to get a tactical scan at this range.

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
ACTION: Once the XO and his team enter City Hall, they see dozens of Dkorai floating around, panicked.  Some are yelling into communication units.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Prepares to increase speed::

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
@::Floats up to the XO and his group:: XO: Please, you and your starship must help us!

CSO_Raal says:
@::Senses a lot of stress in this room::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
FCO: Increase to warp nine.

MO_Amendoeira says:
#::Narrows the LRS and broadens the SRS::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::engages :: CO: warp 9

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@Vkorik : What happened Legislate? I have been informed of a nuclear explosion on one of your plants?

TO_Ryan says:
OPS: Can I get more power diverted to my tactical sensors?

CNS_Richardson says:
::makes sure there is a good lock on their planet-side personnel::

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: Projected ETA  3 Minutes

OPS_Telkot says:
TO:I will see what I can do ::looks for somewhere to redirect power from that isn't going to the engines::

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
@XO: I-I don't know. We received no word of any troubles... then suddenly, contact was lost with the plant. We assumed it was a malfunction of some sort until we started receiving information of an explosion.

TO_Ryan says:
OPS: Thank you.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
COM: Game: Gamleasian vessel.  You cannot outrun us.  Stand down.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CMO: Doctor... Feel free to get back to the ship and dispatch a team to help any injured on the planet..

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
@XO: We have dying people out there! We're trying to get help out... but we do not have the capabilities your starship does. Please... help us!

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
ACTION: No response to the Captain's hail.

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: Suggest condition Red?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@Vkorik: Legislate, we will do what we can.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
OPS: Cut the channel.

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: ::Whispers::  Sir, I am sensing these people are at a total loss as to why there was an explosion.  Perhaps this might be sabotage?

Host CO_Cromwell says:
All: Red alert.

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
@::In a moment of relief:: Thank you, thank you.

CNS_Richardson says:
#MO: Set up a cargo bay for triage in case we need to evacuate the Dkorai.

OPS_Telkot says:
::Cuts the channel::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Straps in::

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  Red Alert!  ::Powers up all weapons and loads torpedo bays::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@COM: CNS: Counselor, please send as many medical teams as you can spare to the planet.  Go over to the explosion site and beam down teams on the safe perimeter to help the injured!

CSO_Raal says:
@~~~XO: Maybe you could ask him if they have enemies with the Gamleasians?~~~

MO_Amendoeira says:
#::Nods:: CNS: Teams are set.  I will send a couple down to the cargo bay.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
TO: Target torpedoes on their engines.  Disable only.

OPS_Telkot says:
::Redirects some power from a few non-essentials and transfers it to the TO's sensors::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Prepares evasives::

CNS_Richardson says:
#COM: XO: Will do, Sir, we're also setting up a cargo bay in case we need to evacuate the natives.

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Taps console and activates targeting scanners, locking on to their engines::  Ready, Sir.

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
@::Floats around, quite worried::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Matches speed at a distance of 500 meters::

MO_Amendoeira says:
#CNS: Shall I prepare to lead the team?

OPS_Telkot says:
CO: Sir, I'm detecting a transmission from the Gamleasians.  It appears that they are trying to contact their home world.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
TO: We should be in range by now.  What is their tactical status?

CNS_Richardson says:
#Biishe:  Prepare those teams to go to the surface and help out at the explosion site.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@Vkorik: Legislate, are there any issues with you and the Gamleasians? We detected one of their ships near the site before the explosion?

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: We are at 500 meters.

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: Sir, you want me to go to the ship, or to the explosion site?

CNS_Richardson says:
#Biishe: Make it so.  ::Always wanted to say that::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
OPS: They’re calling for reinforcements?  Estimate time for arrival of the reinforcements.

TO_Ryan says:
CO: The Gamleasian vessels weapons are armed, however they are no match for us.

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
@XO: The who?

Host CO_Cromwell says:
FCO: Match their speed.

MO_Amendoeira says:
#::Nods and grins at the Counselor on her way into the turbolift::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Nods:: Vkorik: I guess not.

CNS_Richardson says:
#::Directs the Bridge crew to position them where they're in beaming range of the explosion site::

OPS_Telkot says:
CO: 40 minutes, minimum.

MO_Amendoeira says:
#::Heads toward the transporter, her teams also on the way::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
TO: Fire.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@Vkorik: Legislate, we are dispatching medical teams to help as needed. In the meantime, we need to find out what happened.

CNS_Richardson says:
#::Isn't particularly happy at the fact that rescue attempts for the Dkorai will distance the saucer from the XO's vicinity::

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Fires torpedoes::

MO_Amendoeira says:
#::Arrives in the transporter room, takes the medical gear that Nurse Angel hands her, then steps up with the first team onto the transporter PADD::

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
@XO: I don't know what happened.  There are no reports on what happened.  We detected no bomb approaching that region.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@Vkorik: The Gamleasians are a race known for their terrorist acts.

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
ACTION: The torpedoes streak out, hitting the Gamleasian ship, which drops out of warp.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@Vkorik: And if I'm right, they are the culprits of this.

CNS_Richardson says:
#::Orders the beaming down of the medical teams lead by Biishe::  *Biishe*  Be careful down there.  We're setting you down at the perimeter of the explosion area.

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
@XO: I've never heard of them.

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Direct hit.  Their engines are disabled.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
FCO: Match maneuvers.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Cuts warp engines:: CO: Maintaining closure.

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
ACTION: The MO and her teams beam down right into the middle of chaos.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
OPS/TO: Full sensor scans.

MO_Amendoeira says:
@COM: PG: CNS: We have arrived safely on the planet and proceeding to the area needing our assistance.

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Scans the vessel::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
TO: Good shooting.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@Vkorik: The question is why.  But I think I may have an idea.

OPS_Telkot says:
::Activates full sensor scans of the vessel and surrounding space::

TO_Ryan says:
CO: ::Looks up:: Thank you, Sir.

CNS_Richardson says:
COM:  Biishe:  Noted.  We've got teams setting up here, to evacuate as needed.

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
ACTION: The landscape is pitch black for miles to see.  Smoke and flames surround the region, buildings have been shredded like paper, and sphere-shaped skeletons litter the region.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Prepared to reinitiate warp in case::

MO_Amendoeira says:
@::Pulls out her medical scanner and directs the first team to set up triage, while the others start medical procedures::

CSO_Raal says:
@~~~XO: Are you thinking what I'm thinking?~~~

Host CO_Cromwell says:
OPS: Open hailing frequencies.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@~~~CSO: Maybe~~~

TO_Ryan says:
::Reloads the torpedo bays::

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
ACTION: The Gamleasian Scout just hovers there for a moment.

CSO_Raal says:
@~~~XO: Nuclear weapons?~~~

Host CO_Cromwell says:
FCO: Back us off a bit in case they do something stupid.

MO_Amendoeira says:
@::As trained, holds back the tears and emotions to deal with later::

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Shields at 100%.

OPS_Telkot says:
::Tries hailing them again::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@~~~CSO: Hide any trace of missing Triona?~~~

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: I am prepared to re-initiate warp in a moments notice.

MO_Amendoeira says:
@::Takes a dead child and hands it to one of the nurses::

MO_Amendoeira says:
@::Coughs::

CSO_Raal says:
@~~~XO: Could be.  They could take the Tirona, use their power sources and construct weapons of mass destruction~~~

Host CO_Cromwell says:
All: Any sensor data that gives us evidence of Dkorian power cells?

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
ACTION: In the distance, alien sirens squeal and the MO and her teams can see dozens of Dkorai hover vehicles rushing toward them.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@Vkorik: Legislate. I understand your only contact with outer systems is by ships.  Could I have a list of ships that have been here since the Triona's disposal has been initiated?

OPS_Telkot says:
::Shakes his head:: CO: Still nothing, Sir.

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: My sensors would not pick up such.

MO_Amendoeira says:
@COM: PG: CNS: There are very few still left alive.  The area is completely devastated.  On top of that the radiation is very high.  Please have dosages of radiation counteractions prepared and sent down.

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Sensors indicate approximately 87 Triona power cells on the ship.

CNS_Richardson says:
#COM: Biishe: Noted.  Your staff is preparing them now.  

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: Perhaps a shot across their bow would make them talk to us?

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
@::Tries to think:: Uh... uhm... I'll have to get you the list. ::Yells to someone to get him a list::

CSO_Raal says:
@XO: Sir, couldn't we just contact the Paula Greene saucer to send a message to the Paula Greene stardrive?

Host CO_Cromwell says:
FCO: That might be one way.

CNS_Richardson says:
#<Transport Chief>  ::Beams down the requested supplies to Biishe's location::

MO_Amendoeira says:
@::Looks up, running a hand through her hair, watching the Dkorai, hoping they had come to help::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
TO: Can you get a lock on the power cells?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@Vkorik: Also, could you locate Professor Mengelea?

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Checking, Sir.  ::Taps console trying to widen the confinement beam::

CMO-Starr says:
@XO: I think you are on to something there.

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
@<Dkorian II> ::Rushes up with a PADD:: Vkorik: Here you go, Sir!

CNS_Richardson says:
#::Checks that they have a firm lock on the medical team personnel::

MO_Amendoeira says:
@::Sees a box beamed down and goes to check to see if it has the modified adrenaline needed::

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
@::Telekinetically hands the PADD to the XO:: Why do you need to see Mengelea?

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Sir, transport is not possible, their shields are up.

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: Question?  What is the state of their drive?  We might tow them back.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Picks up the PADD and hands it to the CSO:: CSO: Study that list will ya?

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
ACTION: The Gamleasians do something stupid.  Gamleasian weapons dance across the Paula Greene's Stardrive shields.

MO_Amendoeira says:
@::Hands the medicine to the Dkorai as the come up to help after she inoculates them::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
TO: I know that.  IF the shields were down, can we transport them safely?

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: I am sure the people of that planet would love to "interview them".

MO_Amendoeira says:
@COM: PG: We have received the first batch.

CSO_Raal says:
@XO: Aye, Sir.  ::Takes the PADD::

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@Vkorik: Tell me Legislate, how much do you think Professor Mengelea would do to save his creations from disappearance?

MO_Amendoeira says:
@::Turns to assist a family stumbling towards them::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
::Feels the small impact::  All: Oh, that did it.

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Sir, our port shields are down to 98%.

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
@XO: I have no idea.  What are you suggesting?

Host CO_Cromwell says:
TO: Fire phasers.  Knock out their shields.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
OPS: Prepare tractor beam.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@Vkorik: Nothing, Legislate, I would just like to have a few words with Professor Mengelea.

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Fires phasers::

OPS_Telkot says:
::Sets up a tractor beam:: CO: Ready, Sir.

CNS_Richardson says:
#COM: Biishe: Great, is there something else you need down there?  

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
ACTION: The Gamleasian Scout's shields begin to buckle under the stress of the phaser fire.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Prepares for towing the ship ::

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Sir, safe transport of the power cells depends upon the condition of the cells.

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: I suggest we also disable their weaponry.

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
ACTION: They try to turn tail and move away at high impulse.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
FCO: That was my next step.

CSO_Raal says:
@::Looks over the list::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Matches course and speed ::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
TO: Pick them apart.  Disable all major systems except life support.

MO_Amendoeira says:
@COM: CNS: I wish I could say lots of extra pair of hands, but there are so few still alive and it is too dangerous.  I would have Starfleet prepare to send out clean-up team.  They will need it.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Thinks and that too if needed::

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
ACTION: The Paula Greene overtakes the Gamleasian scout.

CSO_Raal says:
@XO/Vkorik: I see three Federation ships and four Federation and non-Federation freighters.  Nothing Gamleasian.

CNS_Richardson says:
#COM: Biishe: Do what you can there.  Is it safe to evacuate the survivors?

OPS_Telkot says:
CO: Shall try to grab them with the tractor beam, Sir?

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Positions the Paula Greene Stardrive to herd the scout ::

MO_Amendoeira says:
@::Leads one of the team around the area, looking for survivors::

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Begins firing phasers targeting their key systems::  Their shields are down to 5%.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
OPS: After the Ryan disables their impulse drive.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@CSO: Any Dkorian passengers on them?

CSO_Raal says:
@::Checks passenger/crew manifests::

TO_Ryan says:
CO: Sir, their engines have been disabled.

OPS_Telkot says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Prepares to fire the beam as soon as their impulse drive goes offline::

MO_Amendoeira says:
@COM: CNS: There is high radiation among them, but in general, it should be safe to start being them aboard.

CSO_Raal says:
@XO: Nada.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
OPS: Engage tractor beam.

CSO_Raal says:
@XO: Err…..negative, Sir.

MO_Amendoeira says:
@COM: CNS: If you can beam those up at the other end of the city, we will work at this end.

CMO-Starr says:
@Legislate:  Perhaps I could give some of your staff a calming hypospray, so you can work more efficiently?

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: Weapons?

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Frowns:: Vkorik: Legislate, could you please try and locate Professor Mengelea?

CNS_Richardson says:
#COM: Biishe: I'll begin transport of survivors on your word.

Host CO_Cromwell says:
TO: Status of their other systems?

TO_Ryan says:
CO: All vital systems have been disabled.  There are 56 crewmembers on that ship.

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
@CMO: That would be greatly appreciated. ::Turns to XO:: XO: I will have him here immediately.  ::Sends word for Mengelea to get his round behind here::

MO_Amendoeira says:
@COM: CNS: The ship teams should be ready.  Beam them straight to the cargo bay.

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
ACTION: The Gamleasian Scout grinds to a halt.

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: Setting course back to the saucer.

CNS_Richardson says:
#::Begins transport of survivors::

OPS_Telkot says:
::Latches onto the Gamleasian vessel with the tractor beam::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
FCO: Engage when ready.

CMO-Starr says:
@::Begins unpacking her med kit and preparing the hyposprays:: Legislate:  When you are ready, have them line up here for me.

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Engages at a towing speed::

CNS_Richardson says:
#COM: Biishe: When the last of them are up, its you and your teams' turn.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@Vkorik: Rest assured Legislate, we will find out what happened.  We will only be able to investigate the explosion site later because of the radiation danger, but we will find out what happened.

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
@CMO: We're sort of busy.  Could you not go around and give it to them?

Host CO_Cromwell says:
OPS: Locate the Bridge of that ship and beam the crew to the brig.

FCO_Baptiste says:
CO: We are at a towing speed.  I have to monitor the stability of the tractor.

CNS_Richardson says:
#::After the survivors are beamed to the cargo bays, locks on and beams up Biishe and her team::

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
@XO: I thank you.  I truly see how wonderful this Federation is.

CMO-Starr says:
@::Watches as the Dkorians begin to line up in front of her::

Host CO_Cromwell says:
TO: Post double guards in the brig area.

OPS_Telkot says:
::Locates the Bridge and prepares to transport the occupants to the brig::

TO_Ryan says:
::Hears the CO's orders::  CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Sends a message to security to double up on the Brig staff::

FCO_Baptiste says:
::Calculates course and speed :: CO: ETA saucer section, two hours.

Host XO_Amendoeira says:
@::Nods:: Vkorik: We are always ready to help the needy Legislate and right now, your people are needing.  ::Smiles::

OPS_Telkot says:
::Beams the Gamleasians to the brig::

CSO_Raal says:
@Vkorik: We're only doing our job.

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
<Dkorian III> @::Rushes in panicked:: Vkorik: Legislate! The D-doctor... Mengelea...he is dead!  MURDERED!!!

Host Legislate_Vkorik says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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